FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ACTION ALERT

STEPHANOPOULOS’S WIFE:
‘We’re Leaving America if Trump Win’

1/12/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate

newsmax.com posted an article today titled, “Kellyanne Conway Hits Back Hard On Claims Russia Has Compromising Info On Trump.” Newsmax states, “Kellyanne Conway has a great comeback when ABC host George Stephanopoulos asked about the supposed Russian information on Trump:

“…nobody is allowed to talk about what occurs in these intelligence briefings,” she told the former Clinton operative. “I mean, just to smear the president-elect of the United States we now have intelligence officials divulging information that they are sworn not to divulge. We should all be very concerned about that. I don’t even think this is fake news. I think it’s just fake. I would take the word news right out of it.”


The American Resistance Party warns that Mr. Stephanopoulos is a Marxist member of the CFR and therefore is 100% against any conservative or Constitutionalist. Trump would be considered a partial conservative therefore is an enemy of George.

George Stephanopoulos’s Wife: We’re Leaving America if Trump Wins

ABC’s Stephanopoulos Wants Trump Impeached

Stephanopoulos with CFR President: (George’s CFR co-Leadership displayed)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3JebD6uohs

The CFR Controls American News/Media
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FPAQlbmlSc
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